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Key messages
Quality, user relevance and independence

Channels
Digital: web and social media

Audiences
Expert users and citizens



Now
In a democracy, decision 
making is ultimately 
made by the people, 
therefore statistics 
cannot only be the 
bookkeeping of the state.

It must be understood 
and used by many.

Hans Rosling



Public understanding?



Percentage energy from
renewables in Belgium? 



26% estimate in population



9% real figure



Now

Ipsos Mori, The Perils of Perception, 2018
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#PostTruth

#AlternativeFacts

#FakeNews



What to do?



Now

Sir David Spiegelhalter Martine Zaïda



How can we help?
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www.statistiekvlaanderen.be



Now

Interactive workshops



How are we
and our users

doing?



Now

Panel debate



Havenlaan 88
1000 Brussel
Belgium

+32 (0)2 553 5207 

statistiekvlaanderen.be

secretariaat.sv@vlaanderen.be

@statistiek_vl

Facebook (nieuw)

#openbarestatistieken

Enjoy today
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